
　Instruction Manual

Flash Memory Navigation 350

・Thank you for purchasing SHAKE! 350.

・Before use, read this instruction manual carefully. Use only
　after you have thoroughly understood everything. 

・After reading, please carefully store this manual where it can 
　be viewed at any time.
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SHAKE! 350 is a portable navigation system that contains a GPS receiver. 
In this instruction manual, in order that the product may be used safely and 
correctly, warnings, cautions and disclaimers are clearly specified. After you 
have thoroughly understood these, please read the main text. 

Cautions: Should you ignore these cautions and use the product incorrectly,
　physical injury or damage to property may be caused.

Warnings: Should you ignore these warnings and use in an incorrect way,
the possibility of serious physical injury or death is 
assumed.  

Disclaimers: When this product is used, please take note of the items for
which we do not accept responsibility. 
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1. Introduction

　● Cautions

・ Do not leave or use for extended periods in hot places, such as in direct sunlight, 
in  a sun-heated car, or on a dashboard in sunlight. Furthermore, to prevent   
condensation, do not expose the main body to sudden changes in temperature. 

If  condensation arises, do not use until the main body has dried completely.

・Navigational functions are not available in places where GPS signals can not be 
received (such as inside buildings, in the basement, or in places not open to the 
sky). In addition, these functions may be unavailable due to interference such as 
bad weather, a wireless radio in the car, or reflective windshield glass.

・GPS is operated by the United States Department of Defense, and inconveniences
such as changes in the degree of accuracy and failure may arise. 

・ To protect against electrical surges, it is recommended to connect to a vehicle
power source after the engine has been started.

・ The liquid crystal display is hard and therefore easily damaged. Please do not  touch.

・In some cases, marks or scratches may remain on the mounting surface due to
adhesion of the round tray. In addition, in some cases, due to the condition of the
mounting surface, mounting may not be possible. 

・ When charging the battery for the first time, turn the power off and charge the
battery, and do not charge in places where the temperature or humidity is high.
In addition, in order to preserve the battery, even when not used for a long period,
it is  recommend that you charge the battery regularly, about once every two weeks. 

・ Please note that the information used on maps and in searches may not be
accurate or up-to-date and may differ from current conditions. 

・When this machine is disposed of, it is possible that the data that has been entered 
into it will be leaked. All entered content should be completely erased before disposal. 



2. Precautions
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・This machine is a precision electronic device. Please do not moisten with water, 
shock, leave in hot places, disassemble, or alter. Doing so may cause damage, 
accident, fire, or electric shock.  

・When installing this machine in a vehicle, do so in a safe place, and do not install 
where it would interfere with the field of vision, the operation of the vehicle, or the
action of airbags.

・When used in a vehicle, the driver should not operate this machine or focus on the
screen while driving. Operation while driving will result in not paying attention to
what is ahead, and may cause accidents. Be sure to halt your vehicle in a safe
place before operating this machine, or ask a passenger to operate it.

・When used in a vehicle or elsewhere, the route and directions provide rough
guidance. Please give first priority to safety and drive according to actual traffic
regulations. Making an excessive effort to drive according to navigational directions
will cause accidents. In addition, do not operate a vehicle when in the “walk mode.”

・If this machine is used while walking, it will cause traffic accidents or injury and is
dangerous. Be sure to stand still in a safe place and use.   

・If by chance abnormalities occur in this machine, such as abnormal noise, unusual
odor, and outbreak of flames, or over heating, stop using immediately. Continuing
to use as is may result it accident, fire, or electric shock.

・When connecting to the cigarette lighter socket, please carefully check that there is 
no foreign matter present, such as bits of metal, before inserting the power plug. 
Such foreign matter may cause accidents or fire. 

・Please do not short circuit, disassemble, deform, or heat the built-in battery. Doing 
so may cause fire, heat generation, or rupture.

　● Warnings

　● Disclaimer
・The information provided with this product is not legally guaranteed to be accurate,

valuable, up-to-date, or appropriate etc. 

・We do not accept any responsibility for injury or damage that occurs due to the 
customer or a third person’s use of or inability to use this machine. 

・ Accidents and job-related damages due to the use of this product by the customer or 
a third person, and damages due to the loss of data entered by the customer, are not 
guaranteed. 
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⑦ Instruction Manual  
(This Booklet)

② AC Power Cable

⑤ Carrying Case① Main Body (battery, 
built-in navigation system)

④ Cigar Lighter Car Power Cable

⑧ Warranty Card

⑥ USB Cable

③ Vehicle Mount Stand, Device  
Holder, and Round Tray

Before using this machine, please check the main body and accessories.

3. Product Composition



4. Part Names
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Power Button Volume Button

SpeakerPower Jack Hard Reset

Soft Reset

Earphone Jack

GPS Antenna 

USB Port

GPS External 
Port

SD Slot

Power Lamp

Power Lamp Color

Yellow:   Charging
Orange:  Battery Low
Green:    Charging Complete



5. Reset Functions
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Note: The stylus pen is not provided

●Hard Reset

●Soft Reset

Note: To carry out a hard reset when some disorder arises in this 
machine, use a stylus pen etc. to slide the hard reset switch to the right, 
turning it OFF, then move the switch to the left ON position. After a hard 
reset, the time will  be reset. Please set the time again.  

Note:  When the software freezes, the display may be returned to its initial 
state by inserting the tip of a stylus pen etc. in the soft reset hole and 
pressing. 



6. Mounting in Vehicle
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① Mount suction cap A, and lock the mounting surface with lever B. Fit 
the cigar lighter power cable behind the device holder as shown in the 
figure.

② Move the device holder on the back hooks of the vehicle mount stand 
until it clicks and stops to fix. Pull out the GPS antenna on the main body.

③　Fix the main body to the device holder, and adjust the angle so it is 
　 easy to view.

④ Finally, attach the cigar lighter
power plug to the main body.

Notes:
• In places where the suction cap does

not attach, use the round tray to 
mount. 

• Ensure that there is no dirt on the
mounting surface.

• When mounting, choose a location such that the
driver’s field of view will not be obstructed. 

• In vehicles in which the cigar lighter socket power
remains on even when the engine is off, remove 
the power plug when the engine is stopped.

Please note that if you do not  mount  in this sequence, the power plug 
may come off easily.



7. Initial Operation Check
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(1) Main Menu
① Attach the cigar lighter power or AC adaptor plug to the power jack on

the main body. 
＊When using for the first time, before using, please charge the battery 

for over two hours. It is best to start use after the power lamp has 
turned green (charging complete).

② If you press the power button on the body for over two seconds, the
power will come on, and the main menu will appear. To turn the power
off, press for over two seconds again.  

③ Operations are carried out by touching each menu item on the screen. 

Ａ Navigation:       The navigation function can be operated.
Ｂ Photo Album:   JPEG or BMP format photos may be displayed.
Ｃ MP3 Player:     MP3 or WMA format music can be played.
Ｄ Setup:              Screen, volume, language, and time adjustments

can be made.

A B C D



8. Various Settings　
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●Carry out various settings.

Touch the “Setup” icon on the main menu.

By touching each menu icon, volume, brightness, time and 
language etc. can be adjusted.

Finish and return

“＋” Increase volume
“－” Decrease volume

●The volume may be adjusted. 

●The Setup Menu

* The volume may also be adjusted 
with the volume button on the 
upper-right of the main body. 

8.1 Setting Volume　



8.2  Screen and Language Settings
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●Screen brightness can be adjusted.

“＋” Brighten the screen
“－” Dim the screen

Calibrate the touch point.

＊ When the power button is pushed for a short time, the screen darkens 
and power-saving mode is entered. When pushed again, the original 
brightness level is restored.

① Push the plus cursor in the 
center of the screen with a stylus 
pen etc. for about one second.

② When the stylus pen is 
removed, the plus cursor will move. 
Please repeat the same action. 

● The touch point may be calibrated.

Forward

Back

● Language may be adjusted (Japanese/English/Chinese).

Backlight illumination 
time may be adjusted.

＊Calibrate when the wrong
point responds when the 
screen is touched.

Hold the center of the target with a stylus 
for about one second. When the stylus is 
removed, the target will move. Please 
repeat the same action. 

Chinese→

Japanese→



8.3 Setting the Time/System Information
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●System information can be displayed Move time 
forward

Move time
back

● The time can be adjusted.

Choose  Tokyo.

① Set the time zone
② Set the date and time

＊When navigating, the current time  
received from the satellite is displayed, 
which may differ from the time set here. 



9.1 How to Use Navigation
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② When you start-up navigation, the following warning message will appear. 
Please read it carefully and take care to drive safely.  (The driver must not 
operate navigation while driving.)

End 
Navigation

Switch between 
three languages

（Order: Japanese > English > Chinese）

③ When OK is touched,  the following navigation menu will appear. 
If you touch any of the four buttons on the menu screen, a submenu will 
appear.

Display Map

Display the 
Current 
Location 
Map

To the 
Settings 
Menu

To the
Search Menu

To the 
Route Menu

~ 安全のため ~

運転中の操作および画面の注視は
しないでください。

ルートおよびその内容は目安であり、
運転中は実際の交通規制、標識に
従ってください。

Warning!

(1) Starting Navigation
① Start navigation by touching the navigation button

Navigation is mainly done by touching the touch panel 
with a finger. Detailed areas that are difficult to touch 
with a finger may be touched with something that won’t 
damage the screen, such as a stylus pen

◇

◇

For safety when driving
a vehicle:

・Do not focus on the screen
while driving.

・Route guidance is only
a rough guide. 　Be sure to 
follow local traffic regulations 
and road signs. 



9.2 Check GPS Performance
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① Push the “Current Location” button on the Navi Top Menu.

② When the GPS button changes to an antenna button and become 
“Fair” or better, the current location will be displayed and reception is 
possible. 

Fail 　ExcellentLost Good

＊ When the antenna button is pushed again, GPS turns off.
＊ During GPS reception, the map will not move when touched. 

OK

● GPS is operated by the United States Department of Defense, and
inconveniences may be caused by decreases in accuracy or 
breakdowns. 

● When using normally, it will take from several seconds to several 
minutes to receive a GPS signal. In addition, please conduct GPS
reception in a motionless place that is open to the sky. 

● When initial GPS reception takes a long time, please conduct 
reception from the best outdoor vantage point possible. 

● After purchase, when it has not been used for a long period, or when 
you have moved a long distance with the power off, it may take from 
several minutes to several tens of minutes to receive a signal.

GPS Reception Notes

GPS Button

GPS 
OFF



9.3 The Flow of Operations
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With this navigation software, goal point, start point, and waypoint 
flags etc. are set on the map to operate four navigation functions. 

For how to set flags, see page 16.

● Navi Drive (A goal point is set and the vehicle is driven)

● Free Drive (The vehicle is driven without a goal point)

● Walk Navi (Set a goal point and travel by foot)

●Test Navi (Set a goal point and start point, and run a simulation)

Search for a 
goal point

Set a goal point on 
the map

Begin Navi Drive

Display map

Begin Test Navi

Begin Walk Navi

Display current 
location on the map

Search for a 
goal point

Search for goal and 
start points.

Set a goal point 
on the map

Set goal and start 
points

Begin Free Drive



9.4  Restrictions
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This product is subject to the following restrictions:

① This product uses GPS positioning to navigate. Accordingly, when
GPS positioning cannot be carried out (indoors and at outdoor 
locations with poor vantage points), it cannot be used. 

② Due to GPS reception conditions, the position of the vehicle on the
roads drawn on the map may be incorrect.

③ In particular, during Free Drive with an unspecified route, navigation
may run off the map roads or run on map roads different from the 
actual road. 

④ Route guidance is only a rough guide, and does not take into
consideration factors such as day of the week, time or vehicle type
traffic regulations.

⑤ The distance, time required, and scheduled arrival time are only
rough indications.

⑥ Route guidance using ferries is not conducted.

⑦ Narrow streets that are less than 5.5 m in width are not available for
vehicle route searches. When searching for a walk route, narrow
streets are considered in computations. (For wide-field display, 
display on the map is carried out.) 

⑧ Walk route searches can be conducted when the direct distance
from the start point to the goal point is 100 km or less. When
walking, route guidance is not available. 

⑨ Automatic rerouting will occur when your vehicle is more than 80 m 
off route, but may also be activated by GPS error and so on. 
Automatic rerouting is not carried out for walk. 

　
⑩ Even when set to avoid toll roads, when the direct distance between 

a start point and a goal point is over 300 km, in order to ensure 
computation memory, toll roads such as express ways may be used.



9.5 The Map Display
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① When navigation is active and the map screen is displayed, the type of 
button on the map can be changed by pressing the upper right switching 
arrow button. (Order: Set > Run > Map）

② To capture current location using GPS, press the GPS button in the 
upper left. When a GPS satellite signal is received, this button changes to 
an antenna. To stop GPS reception, push the antenna button again.

③ To search for a goal point by address or station name, press the menu 
button and search from the Navi Top Menu.

　　登録 ボタン
　

① Switch Button
② Set a Goal Point
③ Set a Start Point
④ Set Waypoints
⑤ Set Mark Points

　　走行ボタン
　
① Switch Button
② Navi Drive
③ Free Drive
④ Walk Navi
⑤ Test Navi

　　地図ボタン
　
①Switch button
②Show detailed map
③Show wide-area map
④Rotate map to right
⑤Switch to a 

bird’s-eye view

Switching Arrow Button
GPS Button Menu Button 

●Button Types

①

　
②

　
③

　
④

　
⑤

Set Button Run Button Map Button



9.5.1 Set Button Operation: Setting the Various Flags
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① Set a Goal Point

Goal Flag

②Set a Start Point

Start Flag

A goal flag will be set on the map.
Touch the flag to make fine adjustments in 
position.

A start flag will be set on the map.
Touch the flag to make fine adjustments in 
position.

③Set a Waypoint A way flag will be set on the map.
Touch the flag to make fine adjustments in 
position.

Way Flag

When the map is displayed for the search function, it is 
necessary to set a Goal Flag. 
Using the “Set” buttons on the right, each kind of flag can be set. 

＊When departing from the current location, 
it is not necessary to set a start point. 



9.5.1 Set Button Operation: Setting Mark Points
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④Set Mark Points

Set a Pin

Set mark points such as pins on the map. 
Touch the pins to make fine adjustments in 
position.

PinOrange 01

Pins and flags than have been set can be 
searched as mark points

＊To change the names of mark points, please refer to page 34.



9.5.2 Run Button Operation: Navi Drive
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After setting a goal point, touch the Navi button on the 
screen and start driving. A goal flag must be set 
beforehand. 

Goal Flag Way Flag To compute 
through waypoints, 
set a way flag 
beforehand.

① Navi Drive

Flags to Set: 

Computed with preference 
for expressways, 
national highways, 
and local roads, 
in that order.

When the direct distance
is over 300 km, toll 

roads may be used.

Compute passing near 
waypoint way flags

A route search is carried out and the route to be driven is decided.

1) Select route search parameters using the “Yes” and “No” buttons. 
(Selected buttons have red letters.)

2) After parameters have been selected, press OK to begin driving. 

3) When actual vehicle position is more than 80 m off route, a new 
route search will be executed automatically.

4) In a Navi Drive, narrow streets are not included in route searches.  
When your goal point is on a narrow street, route guidance will end 
at a distance from your goal point. In such cases, use the goal 
direction line as a rough guide and head for your goal. 

＊ Absolutely do not drive when in Walk Navi mode



9.5.2  Run Button Operation: Free Drive
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②Free Drive To drive freely with no set goal point, touch the Free 
button and begin driving. 
Your current location will be continuously displayed. 
There is no need to set a goal point flag etc.

GPS is active, 
but  no route is 
computed.

Flags to Set: No Flags Needed

＊ In Free Drive, matching to the road is not carried out, so 
depending on GPS reception conditions, position may be off the map 
road or appear on a map road different from the actual road.

Drive freely without a route search.

1) To start driving, press OK.



9.5.2  Operation of the Walk Button: Walk Navi
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After setting a goal point, press the Walk button on 
the map to start Walk Navi.
A goal flag must be set beforehand. 

③ Walk Navi

Goal Flag
Flag to Set:

Activate GPS and 
Compute a route.

Carry out a route search and to set a route: 

1) To start, press OK.

2) In Walk Navi mode, narrow streets are included in route searches. 

3) In Walk Navi mode, rerouting is not carried out. 

4) In Walk Navi mode, way points cannot be set. 

5) In Walk Navi mode, left and right turn guidance cannot  be both 
displayed and announced. 

＊ Absolutely do not drive a vehicle when in Walk Navi mode



9.5.2 Run Button Operation: Test Navi
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With this function, before actually running, the route to 
be followed may be checked.
After setting a goal point and start point, touch the 
Test button on the map to start a theoretical Test
Navi.
Goal and start point flags must be set beforehand.

Goal Flag Start Flag Way Flag

④Test Navi

Flags to Set:

Computed with preference
for expressways, 
national highways, 
and local roads, 
in that order.

When the direct
distance is over 300 
km, in some cases 
toll roads will be used.

Calculate passing near 
waypoint way flags

A route search is carried out and the route to be driven is decided.

1)  Select route search parameters using the “Yes” and “No” buttons.    
(Selected buttons have red letters.)

2)   After parameters have been selected, press OK to begin. 

3)  Test Navi does not include narrow streets in route searches.

To compute 
through waypoints, 
set a way flag 
beforehand.



9.5.3 Map Button Operation
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With the Map Button, detailed display, wide-area display, map 
rotation, and a switch to bird’s eye view can be displayed. 
To move the map screen, touch the map screen anywhere other 
than the displayed buttons, and that point will move to the center 
of the screen.

● GPS Button

Better Reception

●Map Button

Switch 
Button

Display 
Details

Wide-area 
Display

Rotate map 
to right

Switch to a 
bird’s-eye 
view

Fair
　

　ExcellentLost Good
　

When the GPS button is touched, GPS reception begins and your 
current location is displayed. 
(Be sure to do this outdoors in a place open to the sky.)

When the map is touched, the point 
touched will move to the center (by 
touching continuously, continuous 
movement is possible).

GPS
OFF

GPS Button

＊During GPS reception, the map will not move when touched. 
To  move the map, turn off GPS by touching the GPS button.



9.6  General Road Guidance
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When there are left or right turns on general roads, a left or right turn 
guidance arrow will be displayed on the bottom left of the screen, and 
at the same time audio assist will begin.

Audio assist will be given just before, at 300 m, and at 500 m before 
at turn.

In addition, at top center, the name of the intersection to be turned at 
next (or when there is no intersection name the street name) will be 
displayed. 

Left Turn Right 
Direction

Right Turn Left 
Direction

100m 100m 100m 100m

Distance to 
Goal Point

Name of street 
you are on now

Estimated  
Time of Arrival

Goal Direction 
Line

Compass

Vehicle 
Position

Current 
Time

12:00

GPS Button

Zoom 
Display:
From 1 km to 
25 m this will 
be displayed 
in up to 7 
steps.

Distance to 
Intersection

12:05

Name of the intersection 
to be turned at next



9.7  Expressway Guidance
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200m 200m 200m

For left and right expressway turns, a guidance arrow for the next turn will 
be displayed at the bottom left of the screen. Expressway exit guidance is 
displayed on the bottom right of the screen.

Verbal assist will be given just before, at 300 m, 500 m, and at 1 km before 
a turn. 

In addition, at top and center, up to the next three junctions, service areas, 
and toll booths etc. are displayed.

Left Turn Right Turn Straight
Speed Camera 

Info

＊Regardless of vehicle speed, when within about 300 m of a speed 
camera,  this icon will be displayed and voice assist will be given. 
Speed camera info for the oncoming lane may also be displayed.

Distance 
to Goal Point Name of the road 

you are on now

Estimated Time 
of Arrival

Junction Guidance etc.

Current 
Time

Speed Camera Info 
display position

Compass

GPS Button 

Distance 
to 
Junction

Zoom 
Display:
From 1 km to 
25 m this will 
be displayed 
in up to 7 
steps.

1:42

1:45



Two
TouchesOne 

Touch

9.8  Split Navi Menu
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During navigation, by touching the map screen map, operation buttons can be 
displayed, and navigation may be interrupted to move the map. 

Map Single Touch

　① When the map is touched once, navigation continues as is and map
operation buttons are displayed.

　② Detailed, wide-area, and day and night mode buttons may be used.

　③ When the bottom Erase button is pressed, the map operation  
buttons will disappear (or they will disappear automatically after 
ten seconds).

Map Double Touch

　① When the map is touched twice, navigation will be interrupted, map 
operation buttons will appear, and the map will become moveable. 

② To restart navigation, press the Return button.

12:00

12:05



9.9  Intersection Zoom Guidance
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During navigation, when intersection zoom is set to ON the map will be 
fixed and your vehicle’s position will move on the map. 

As you approach an intersection, the map will automatically 
zoom-in three times, from 45 m to 35 m to 25 m. 

Map position is fixed

The Vehicle 
Moves

　＊In initial settings, “intersection zoom” must be ON. 

12:01

Reduced Scale 
Display

12:00



9.10  Operation of the Various Search Menus
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When Search is pressed  on the Navi Top Menu, six sub-menus will be 
displayed.

Note: Search result data is not guaranteed to be accurate or up-to-date, 
and may differ from current conditions. Please use as a reference only.

With this product, six search methods can be used to set goal points.



9.10.1  Search by Address
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Touch the Search button 
and select “Address.”

Prefecture City/Town Area/Block
(cho-me)

Lot Number 
(ban-chi)

Names are classified alphabetically. Refine your search by pressing the 
letters, and then select using the bar buttons on the right.  

Select a 
lot (ban-chi)
number
to display
a map.

Return to
Previous
screen

Return to
Menu

Previous
Page

Next 
Page

Tokyo
Chuo-ku

Nihonbashi Muromachi 4 
cho-me

3 ban-chi

Example:

Selection Order:



9.10.2  Search by Station
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Names are classified alphabetically.  Refine your search by pressing the 
letters, and then use the bar buttons to the right, make a selection and 
display a map. All train stations, expressway interchange ramps, and 
airports in the country are included.  

Return to
Previous
Screen

Return to
Menu

Previous 
Page

Next 
Page

Touch the Search button and select 
“Station.”

Confirm Spelling

① Enter one or more letters and then press OK. Up to 100 station names
will be displayed in alphabetical order. To display a map, press a station
name bar button to the right.

② When keys are pressed,  letters are displayed in the entry frame on
the right. If no key is pressed for three seconds, the cursor will move to
the right. 

③ Delete single letters by pressing the “Del” key.

④ In the above example entry, “Kanda,” the “JKL” key was pressed twice to 
display “k,” the “ABC” key was pressed once to display “a,” the “MNO” key
was pressed twice to display “n,” the “DEF” key was pressed once to
display “d,” and the “ABC” key was pressed once to display “a.”

Display Map



9.10.3  Search by Phone Number
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When a phone number is entered and the Set button pressed, a name 
is displayed. After being pressed, the Set button changes to an OK 
button. Press the OK button to display a map of the location.

Set Button
Display  Map
(a mark will be on the map)

For searches, phone numbers may be entered with or without 
hyphens. The first zero may also be omitted.

Example:     03-1234-5678   　0312345678　 312345678 　　

Touch the Search button and select
Phone Number
＊ Company phone numbers can be 
searched (for most  companies), but 
private residence phone numbers 
cannot. 

Delete 
1 Letter

＊Note that if the OK button is pressed after a “No Data” message is 
displayed, the location displayed on the map will be a location with a 
similar phone number, and will not be an accurate position. 



9.10.4  Search by Map Code
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Enter a map code and press the OK button to display a map. 
Map Codes up to high-resolution Map Codes are accepted.

Display Map  
(a mark will be on the map)

Touch the Search button and 
select ”Map Code.”

Note: Map Code is a registered trademark of Denso Corporation. 
Depending on location, in some cases a pin-point search will not be 
possible.

Delete 1
Character

For detailed information about map code, please see the following URL: 
http://guide2.e-mapcode.com/



9.10.5  Search by Point of Interest (POI)
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When a POI category is selected, up to 100 POIs within 10 km will be 
listed in order of distance from the center of the map that was displayed 
just beforehand. Select from among the bar buttons. 

Search for 
a Public 
Office 

Return to 
Previous 
Screen

Return to
Menu

Previous 
Page

Next 
Page

Touch the Search button and 
select “POI” (Point of Interest).

Display Map



9.10.6 Search by Mark Point
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Touch the Search button and select 
“Mark Point.”

Return to 
Previous
Screen

Return to
Menu

Previous
Page

Next
Page

Goal Point 
History Mark

•Goal points that were searched for and set in the past are marked
with Goal Point History flag marks.

•For all other marks, as with “Orange Pin 001,” a name will be 
automatically assigned, but this name may be changed using Edit.

By putting a pin or flag mark on a map, the points that have been set can be 
looked up (refer to p. 17 for the mark point set method).
When a mark is selected from the left, set points are listed on the right. Select 
one to display a mark point map. 

Display Map

Edit Button



9.10.7   Editing Mark Points
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When the Edit button on the Mark Point search 
screen is touched, the name of the corresponding 
mark can be edited, and the map code for that point 
will be displayed.

With the “⇔” button, character type may be changed in the order of 
hiragana > katakana > English > numerals.
When the MC (Map Code) button is selected, the map code of that 
mark point will be displayed. 

Return to
Previous 
Screen

Return to 
Menu

The map code of 
the point is 
displayed.
Change 
Character 
Type

Clear 
Setting

SetErase 
1 letter

① When keys are pressed, letters are displayed in the entry frame on
the right. If no key is pressed for three seconds, the cursor will move
to the right. 

② Delete single letters by pressing the “Del” key.

③ In the above example entry, “Tocho,” the “TUV” key was pressed once
to display “t,” the “MNO” key was pressed three times to display “o,” the 

“ABC” key was pressed three times to display “c,” the “GHI” key was
pressed twice to display “h,” and the “MNO” key was pressed three times
to display “o.”

④ After entering letters, press OK to set.



9.11 Displaying Set Points
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Display a goal point map.

①　When the “To Map” button is pushed on the Navi Top Menu and each 
buttons is pressed, a map with the respective set locations will be 
displayed.

②　When goal point, start point and waypoint flags are set, the most 
recent group will always be marked.

③　This record will be maintained until new settings are made, so using 
this function, a map of the most recent set points can be displayed.

＊Initially, goal points, start points and waypoints are not set. 

Display a set point map.

Display a waypoint map.

Display the previous map.

Navi Top Menu

＊Initially, the Tokyo Station 
Marunouchi entrance area 
map will be displayed. 



9.12 Route Confirmation Function: Display a Route Outline
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Information on the latest route created will be listed.
When a goal point and start point is set and you drive or do Test Navi, 
the route file is automatically saved.

Even when a drive is interrupted, this history remains and may be 
listed until a new route is created. 

Return to
Previous
screen

Return to
Menu

Previous
page

Next 
Page

Touch the Route button and 
select “Route Outline.”

The route list is displayed in the order of intersection name, road 
name, and distance, from left to right.
The capital letter on the far left indicates the direction of turns. 

L   = Left turn
R   = Right turn
LD = Left direction
RD = Right direction

Navi Top Menu:



9.12 Route Confirmation Function: Displaying a GPS Track
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When “Record GPS Track Log” is set to ON, your location is 
recorded as you drive (see page 38 for how to set).

Touch the Route button and select 
“GPS Track.”

Navi Top Menu

GPS Track



9.13 Navi Settings
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Various settings can be adjusted. A record of settings is saved, so even when 
the power is turned off settings are preserved. (Red letters = ON)

Return to
Previous
Screen

Return to
Menu

Previous
Page

Next 
Page

Return to 
Previous 
Screen

Return to
Menu

Previous
Page

Next 
Page

Touch the Settings button and 
select “Set Navi.”

Navi Top Menu



9.14 Satellite Information
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③ When positioning for the first time or when you have moved over 300 km
form the last positioning location, a gold standard will be needed, and 
positioning may take from several minutes to several tens of minutes. 

Notes:
① For GPS the antenna should be flat, and set such that signals

may be received perpendicularly from the zenith as easily as possible.

In navigation, signals are received from over four GPS satellites and your 
current location is positioned. Distance and time to your goal point, and 
its direction, are displayed to provide guidance.
Use this function to confirm, if the GPS is receiving or not and display 
GPS information.

Touch the settings button and 
select “GPS Info.”

Universal 
Standard Time

Japan
Standard Time

Navi Top Menu

② Positioning should be done where there are not any tall
buildings or trees that will cut the satellite signal, and from the best 
vantage point possible with an open view of the sky.



9.15  Navi Update
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Touch the Settings button and select  
“Update.”

Update by SD Card: (Recommended!)

① Get ready by copying new programs or data that you have downloaded
from the net onto an SD Card. (http://www.grandmap.jp/shake)

② Insert your SD Card into the SD Card slot of this device, and press OK 
on the next screen. Press OK again on the “Start Update?” pop-up
to begin updating.

Update by USB Cable

　① First download the Active Sync program from the Microsoft
website or elsewhere, and install it on your computer.

　② Connect the SHAKE! main body to your computer using the USB 
cable provided, and run the Active Sync program (please refer to  
Microsoft’s Active Sync operating instructions for help).

　③ Follow the update instructions (Readme.txt) to copy programs
and data that were downloaded from the net into the flash memory
of this device.

Navi Top Menu



10.  Functions Other Than Navigation
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● Main Menu Screen 

Besides navigation, two other functions can be used from the main menu.

1) MP3 Player
2) Photo Album

To use these functions, please obtain a data-recording Secure Digital 
(SD) Card (not included).

Photo Album MP3 Player

Note: The photo album is a picture viewer only



10.1 MP3 Player
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● Playing music (MP3s, WMAs)

① Touch the MP3 icon on the main menu. 

② Touch “Open Play List”
　

Erase 1 
Song

Repeat
Finish and 
Return

Current 
Song Name

Finish Editing 
the Playlist

Next SongPrevious 
song

Stop Play
Play/Pause

Decrease 
Volume

Help

Minimize
＊Other functions, such as Navi, may 

be used when music is playing.

Increase 
Volume

Shuffle

Open
Playlist

Add 1 Song
Erase All 
Songs

Playlist Screen

Play Time Volume

Repeat Display Shuffle Display

Symphony No.9 (Scherzo).wma

③ When “Add 1 Song” is touched, the 
SDMMC folder will be displayed.
Select the songs you would like to add
from here, and touch OK.

④ Select songs you want to play from
the play list and touch OK.

⑤ Songs can be then played from the
Operation Screen.

Operation Screen:



10.2  Photo Album (Photo Viewer Only)
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● Show images (JPEG and BMP)
① Touch the Photo Album icon on the main menu.
　

② When you touch the “SDMMC” folder, the pictures  
on the SD Card will automatically be imported to the
play list. 

　

③ You can select images to view from the “Playlist
Screen.”

Return to Main 
Menu

Next Picture

Previous Picture

SlideshowFinish Help

Zoom-in

Zoom-out

Adjust Angle　
(Clockwise, 90°)

Ordinary Display

Adjust Angle 
(Counter-clockwise, 90 °) 　
　　　　

Back ForwardFinish and 
Return 

Playlist Screen:

Note:  Pictures cannot be saved to the internal memory in this machine, or 
edited or sorted using this product.

Photo Album
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Prefectural/Government
　
City Hall/Ward Office
　
Town Office/Ward Office
　
Police Station
　
Public Facility
　
Courthouse
　
Tax Office
　
Forestry Office
　
Weather Station
　
Police Substation/ Box
　
Fire Station
　
Public Health Center 
　
Post Office
　
Self-Defense Forces
　
Embassy
　
Elementary School/ Junior
　
High School
　
University/Junior College
　
Kindergarten/Nursery
　
Library
　
Driving School
　
Hospital
　
ＮＴＴ

　
Bank
　
Company
　
Factory
　
Power Plant/Substation
　
Smoke Stack

Radio Tower
　
Oil Well, Gas Well　
　
Mine/Copper Mine
　
Tall Tower
　
Shrine
　
Courthouse
　
Temple
　
Monument
　
Castle Ruins/Scenic Spot
　
Christian Church
　
Crater
　
Mountain
　
Island
　
Flowers (Spring)
　
Flowers (Summer)
　
Flowers (Fall)
　
Flowers (Winter)
　
Hotel/Country Inn
　
Hot Spring/Mineral
　
Department Store
　
Super Market
　
Convenience Store
　
Store or Shop
　
Art Gallery/Museum
　
Swimming Beach　
　
Golf Course
　
Park
　
Leisure Complex

Leisure Facilities

Zoo

Botanical Gardens

Aquarium

Amusement Park

Athletic Stadium

Ballpark 

Ski Hill

Camp Ground

Green Space

Fitness Facilities

Community Center/ Civic Hall

Place of Amusement

Racing Circuit

Tunnel

Residence

Facilities

Speed Camera

Airport

Exit Ramp

Junction

Service Area

Parking Area

Parking Lot

Gas Station

Rent-a-Car

Car Dealer

Train Station

Ferry Landing
　
Lighthouse
　
Major Port
　
Local Port
　
Seaport
　
Other

Appendix 1:   POI Icon Legend　



Appendix 2: Software Specifications
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Item Content 

Route search Vehicle route, walking route, reroute 

Search by 
address

Prefecture, municipality, block (chome), 
lot number (ban-chi)

Search by 
station

JR, private railway, subway, monorail, 
etc.

Search by POI Search by category, search periphery 

Search by phone 
number

Search for phone number by business 

Map Code Map code search

Search by set 
point

Set points (11 pins × 100)

Set flags Goal point, start point, waypoint, point 
mark

Speed camera Audio assist, warning display

Map operation Zoom-out, zoom-in, move, rotate

Map type Birds-eye view,  Roman-character map

Map rotation Rotate in the direction of progress, fix 
bearing

Map scale 7 steps (25, 50, 100, 150, 250, 500, 1000 
m)

Voice guide Japanese, English, and Chinese

Guidance 
induction

Course arrow, direction line, road names, 
intersection names

GPS info Latitude, longitude, altitude, time, velocity, 
etc.  

Item Content 

Road net Main roads, narrow 
streets

Address data 4.8 million around 
Japan

Station data 10,000 around Japan

POI data 600,000 around 
Japan

Phone data 10 million around 
Japan  

Speed camera
info

700 around Japan

Road names 40,000 around Japan

Intersection 
names

70,000 around Japan

Button  graphics 
etc

545 types

Facility icons 229 types

Voice data 442 types (in 3 
languages)

Street DB 
content

170 MB

Address DB 
content

28 MB

Station DB 
content

0.5 MB

Phone DB 
content

200 MB

Background DB 
content

22 MB



Appendix 3:   Hardware Specifications
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Battery driving time: approx 3.5 hours (on GPS start-up)Driving time

High-intensity 3.5“ TFT touch panel liquid crystalDisplay

1GB Flash ROM, 64MB SDRAMMemory

電源スイッチ、音量ボリューム、リセットボタン

Button 

Built-in Speaker, 3.5mm Stereo earphone jack　Audio

Built-in rechargeable lithium battery  1,320 mAhBattery

AC adaptor, cigar adaptor, car holder,
car mount, USB cable, portable caseAccessories

95 mm x 73 mm x 21 mm　 153gSize/Weight

AC100 to 240V, DC5V- 1.2APower

0 to 55℃ (active), -20 to 70℃ (save)Temperature

SD/MMC memory card (Max. 2GB)Expansion Slot

USB 1.1, ActiveSyncCommunication

Microsoft Windows CE. NET V5.0 　OS

Centrality GPS ReceiverGPS

Centrality Atlas II, 300MhzCPU

Portable Navigator (SHAKE!350)Product

Power switch, volume button, reset button　

MP3 player, photo albumBuilt-in Software

QVGA (320 × 240) 65,536 colorsResolution

Microsoft and Windows are trademarks of the Microsoft 
Corporation, USA. They are registered trademarks.



Appendix 4: GPS Basics
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NAVSTAR: NAVigation Satellite Timing And Ranging

The name given to GPS satellites. NAVSTAR satellites orbit at an altitude of 
approximately 20,000 km, and have an orbital period of 0.5 sidereal days (about 11 h 
58 min). The entire system is composed of six orbital planes with four satellites each, 
for a total of 24 satellites, which compose the entire system, and multiple cesium and 
rubidium atomic clocks are onboard. 

Almanac Data 

An overview of orbital data for all satellites, which is available for use. Once acquired, 
the almanac can be used for about one week. 

Ephemeris (Orbital) Data

Detailed orbital data from an observation satellite that is responsible for current 
location. Once acquired, ephemeris data may be used for about one hour. Using 
ephemeris data is used to determine the location of satellites and compute current 
location.  

Hot Start

Positioning is started with ephemeris data, almanac data, time data, and previous 
positioning data effective. 

Warm Start

Without detailed orbital data, data from the satellite capture at the previous 
positioning time is used to start satellite capture, reducing satellite capture time. 

Cold Start
When GPS is carried out after more than a month has passed since the last 
positioning or more than 500 kilometers away from the previous positioning location, 
satellite orbital data is newly obtained, and positioning is started from the initial 
settings.  

GPS: Global Positioning System

A global positioning system that uses 
satellites. It is composed of a space 
segment (24 NAVSTAR satellites in six 
different orbits), control segment (five 
monitoring stations, a master control 
station, and three upload stations) and 
user segment (GPS receiver). 
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Appendix 5: Common Problems

●Power and Batteries

●GPS Reception 

●Software Operation

Before requesting repair, please read this list.

The power will not come on
　 It’s possible that the battery is low. Please charge sufficiently. 

(Battery is charged when the power light is green.)      P. 7
　 Please try restarting by sliding the hard reset button. P. 5

Battery life is short
　 This may be the battery lifetime. Please contact the User Support

Center.

●About the body
The screen is dark and difficult to see
　 It may have been set to dark. Please adjust brightness.         P. 9　

The touch panel response is delayed. I cannot press the buttons.
　 It is possible that the touch point position is off. 

Correct with Point Calibration in settings.              P. 9

There is no voice
　 Please check the volume.                                                    P. 8

When the power is turned on, GPS cannot be received.
　 If this is the first use, or it has not been used for a long period, it is a golden standard, 
and reception will take time. Please wait in an outdoor place that is open to the sky until the 
signal is received.                                             P. 12, P. 39

After moving a long distance with the power off, it is difficult to receive 
GPS.
　 GPS info will be reset, so reception will take time.            P. 12, P. 39

GPS sensitivity is bad, and vehicle position is difficult to maintain
　 Move the body mount position to a location where signals are easily received    P. 6

GPS cannot be received
　 Fully open the GPS antenna, and place where signals are easily received.    P. 6, P. 39

An operation error has occurred 
　 Reset or restart.                                               P. 5
　

Action stops or is unstable
　 Reset or restart                                                P. 5
The proper time is not displayed. From settings on the main menu, set 
the time. P. 10
　



Software License Agreement*

Whereas, MapNet Ltd. (hereafter referred to as “This Company”) affirms the 
following items with customers, regarding the right to use and methods of using the 
computer software (hereafter referred to as the“Agreement Software”), and data 
such as maps included with this product (SHAKE! 350).

1. Conditions of Use 
The customer may use this software product with the computer that is in the 

SHAKE! 350 body (hereafter referred to as the “Customer’s Computer”). The 
component of this software product shall not be detached for the use on multiple
computers. In order to use this software product, the customer may load the 
software product into the temporary memory (RAM) of the Customer’s Computer. 

2. Negotiation Prohibited 
The customer shall not transfer possession of nor give or rent the right of use 

the Agreement Software, or copies or revisions thereof, to a third party. In
addition, the customer shall not have the right to distribute this software product. 

3. Duplication of the Agreement Software 
Since the Agreement Software is built into the body of this device, duplicates of

the Agreement Software shall not be made for the purpose of saving it or backing
it up. However, should this software product be damaged and become unusable, 
a replacement may be obtained from This Company, pursuant to warranty 
provisions. 

4. Copyright 
The copyright of the Agreement Software and duplicates thereof, whatever the

reason may be, shall belong to This Company 

5. Agreement Period 
This agreement shall become effective on the day the customer begins using

the Agreement Software, and shall be effective until the customer stops using
the Agreement Software, or until an agreement for an upgrade of this product is
entered into. However, should the customer violate any term of this agreement,
This Company may unilaterally terminate this agreement. 

6. Obligations Following Agreement Termination 
After the agreement has been terminated, the Agreement Software shall not be

used by the customer.　

7. The Responsibilities of This Company 
This Company assumes no responsibility for direct or indirect damage that

occurs due to the customer’s use of the Agreement Software. Regarding
damage other than that previously mentioned that This Company bears
responsibility for, in each and every case, This Company’s responsibility will not
surpass the amount of the standard price of this product. 

MapNet Ltd.

* For the purposes of interpretation, the Japanese language version of this contract controls.



Enquiries

User Support Center

MapNet Ltd.
Home Page      ： http://www.grandmap.jp/shake

E-mail               ：mapque@mapnet.co.jp

Tel     　　 　 ：+81-3-3516-6080

Fax    　　　 ：+81-3-3516-6387

Business Hours：

Weekdays     10 am to 12 pm
1 pm  to 5 pm
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